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Bidaai punjabi songs

Bidaai is an emotional moment for every bride and her family. And that's exactly what it should be. Check out these Bidaai songs that will be perfect for the occasion. Indian weddings are about emotions, warmth and colors. From Sagai to Bidaai, every special moment has a different hue, a different aura. And the right kind of wedding
music simply contributes to the intensity of these moments. Romantic love song playlist for the first couple dance; peppy numbers for bachelor party; playful songs for Sangeet, Mehndi and Haldi - there is exclusive music for every occasion. So let's look at some beautiful Bidaai songs that were trendy in 2019. Listen to them and you'll
know why all the right chords hit! Get emotional with these evergreen songs! Dilbaro from Raazi How can we not include one of the most popular Bidaai songs of 2019? This Alia Bhatt Vicky Kaushal played number has such strong words and melodic music that she never manages to touch her heart! Every time you play this song, father
and daughter would feel love and emotion through music. Meri Laado from The Wedding Story The Golden Song by The Wedding Story, Meri Laado is one of the most beautiful Bidaai songs you will ever hear. Strong lyrics and heart-touching music takes every bride to that very special moment when she has to leave her parents' home.
This wedding song has such a powerful emotional impact, you may not want to go through the whole song! Main Nachdi Phira by Meghna Mishra This soothing song not only made it great in wedding video as a backdrop song, but also became one of the favorites among other bidaai songs. It has a happy feeling about it, so it is suitable
for parting, which come happy for families and brides to leave with a smile. Madhaniya by Neha Bhasin If you're looking for soft, soul-touching yet a little lighter Bidaai songs, you need to add it to your wedding playlist. The song talks about the bride's thoughts and inner journey. How she wonders about her life irony, where someone was
born and taken from someone else. It's a beautiful depiction of a girl's feelings when she has to start a new life! Heer by Harshdeep Kaur A slow number from the romantic blockbuster SRK, Jab Tak Hai Jaan, is perfect for Bidaai. It is a beautiful song that will incite the right emotions for the bride and her family to feel everything together,
because it is time for the bride to leave her home and create a new one, with love. Babul by Neha Bhasin Heady song sung by Neha Bhasin and Hans Raj Hans, this one has the magic to melt your heart right away. One of bidaai's most touching songs, 'Babul' tells the story of father-daughter love expressed from the bride's point of view.
He talks about how a father teaches his daughter to walk, raises her with love and only cares to give it to another person. It's painful but very beautiful! Babul of Hum Apke Hain Kaun I after This evergreen song is still a hit when it comes to Bidaai songs. The perfect mix of sentiment, love and Bollywood tadka, you can't go wrong with this
Hum Apke Hain Kaun number. The bride's farewell is displayed aesthetically, where the whole family offers her adieu with tears and hugs! Kanda Kacheya No by Jyotica Tangri Bidaai songs don't always have to be about sad painful moments. After all, Bidaai is also about wishing the bride good luck for her new journey in life. This song
speaks of the promises, dreams and desires of a new couple as they enter their new phase of life while everyone in the family blesses them. Din Shagna Da by Jasleen Royal This brilliant rendition of the Punjab folk song by Jasleen Royal will set the perfect tune! The smooth mix of folk music and Western instruments used in this wedding
song will only take you to the next level of emotional journey. As far as Bidaai songs go, this one never misses resonates with every Indian bride! Laadki by Sachin-Jigar, Tanishka S, Kirtidan G &amp; Rekha B When the song Bidaai sings a little girl expressing her desire never to leave her father, she must touch every nerve! The story of a
little girl who gets into a woman while her father tries to hold her... Is there anything more beautiful like this? Noble voices, true expressions through music... everything in this wedding song just fits! Photobar Like any other wedding song, Bidaai songs too are just about capturing the right emotions of opportunity and resonating with the
people involved. When playing the right kind of music, everything else seems automatically perfect! That's the magic of music. Add these songs to your playlist, and you can feel every little part of your mind and body slipping to the tune! Make your Bidaai playlist a soft mix of sad, soul-stirring and emotional or fusion songs to maintain a
balance of emotions. Have you yet to book a wedding DJ? Check out our list of suppliers before you choose the one that plays the right notes! Vidaai ceremony is undoubtedly the most emotional segment of any wedding. You are filled with inexplicable emotions of love, hope, detachment from the existing settlement, and often the bride
and her family are only in tears of happiness and suffering. To elevate the most truthful feelings, here's a new curation called Vidaai Edit. 1. Din Shagna Da, Phillauri Hype around this song as the song vidaai is quite justified in our eyes. As reassuring as it may get, the bride talks about her wedding day finally coming, and how she is
willing to approach her married life only shades of love and hope. 2. Dilbaaro, Raazi Amalgamation of modernism and traditions, this song is perfect for vidaai. This song tells the story of a daughter who is married away, and how she wants her father not to look back. She says she is a piece of his heart, and always stays that way. 3.
Kabira, Yeh Jawaani Hain Deewani This song is harmless and Banna for holding back. This song has the voices of different relationships of the bride and how she left everyone in tears when she decides to forsay. 4. Laadki, Coke Studio The most remarkable part about this song is childlike voice. Every woman is, after all, a little girl to her
parents, and this sets the theme of the song. Father sings as his piece of his heart flies away the next morning, and all he has left is one night. This song takes you through a rollercoaster of emotions that the bride actually goes through. 5. Tere Dware Par Aayi Barat, Vivah Probably the only song that begins from the perspective of the
groom, the song ends with the feelings of the bride's family and inexplicable emptiness will be felt. The song talks about the promises that the groom will keep for his bride, until his last breath. 6. Meri Laado, Wedding Story This Punjabi song is a story between a father and his soon-to-be-married daughter. The daughter promises not to
leave her father's shadow and hold his hand in hers forever. Although this song is melodic, the father gives his daughter a blessing for an eternally happy married life. 7. Madhaniya-Punjabi folk song This Punjabi folk song tells how marriage is a lifelong commitment and how excited and emotional the bride is at the same time taking on the
responsibility of the wife. This song is the bride's view of the pain of leaving the family and going to another, and the memories and hopes of being with her. 8. Ghar, Jab Harry Met Sejal This emotional piece justifies his title to the fullest. Ghar. Home. Something that is not just four cemented walls, it is an emotion that is built from people
who stay in the house. This song speaks of a woman who is alone at home, a home that is empty without her. This is a song that can bring everyone to tears. 9th Heer, Jab Tak Hain Jaan bride sings how she grew up to be 'Saheeba' already, and how her 'Raanjha' comes riding to pick her up soon. In the blink of an eye, soon, she would
be married to the love of her life, and the pain of detachedness with her family is an emotion she does not know how to overcome. 10. Babul From her parents to siblings, the bride leaves everyone when she marrys her groom. This song is an ode to the father of the bride, acknowledging everything she has learned from him, and how he
will realize that all his life. BONUS TRACK-This blend is all the bride needs at her vidaai ceremony. Have you looked at our other songs? No? Read these: Brother-Sister Songs for Wedding, Dance-off Songs, Wedding Entry Songs. BY Sakshi | 27 Aug, 2019 | 49189 views | 3 min read Bidai's emotional time at the wedding, which is
something that strikes nerves not only with the bride and her family, but all at the wedding. And playing the right song for the occasion is something that can make this moment even more beautiful. So here are some tracks that we feel will apt for and make this moment special for everyone. Picture via Shutterdown - Lakshya Chawla★ 4.9
Here are some songs highly recommended! 1. Kanda Kacheya Not from Daana Paani This song from this Punjabi movie is beautiful for vidaai, and so touching! 2. Dilbaro of Raazi How can this not be on the list? It's a complete bidai song and one that everyone recognizes too! 3. Din Shagna Da of Phillauri This version sung by Jasleen
Royal is beautiful and scary, just as vidai song should be! 4. Kabira (Encore) from Yeh Jawani Hai Deewani This track has been around for a while, but in terms of the most memorable vidai tracks, it scores really high! 5. Nai Jaana by Neha Bhasin Such a nice track, and one that will make everyone tear up! 6. Madhaniya by Neha Bhasin
Another Punjabi folk song has given a new lease, and sounds perfect for bidai. 7. Chitta Kukad by Akriti Kakar This is more like an acoustic version of a classic song, and so nice for bidai- not too emotional, but nice and light. 8. Babul by Neha Bhasin Neha Bhasin seems to be on the roll with these kinds of songs, and that's next on the list!
9. Chal Le Chal by Deevangi Chopra/Wedding Filmmaker This is one scary track we loved for weddings because we heard it and we are sure you will too if you are already! 10. Nachdi Phira of Secret Superstar/Shutterdown This version in jasleen royal's gorgeous voice is so beautiful, and very suitable for bidai. 11th Heer from Jab Tak
Hai Jaan This is also so nice and folk for bidai- will make everyone tear up. 12. Laadli by AR Rahman &amp;amp; Lata Mangeshkar If you haven't heard this, hear it already! 13th Aabhi Jaa by AR Rahman Another beautiful song from the maestro that is nice and pretty for vidai. 14. Laadki from Coke Studio Such a unique selection for bidai
which is simply beautiful and so unconventional! 15. Channa Mereya of Ae Dil Hai Mushkil/Twin Strings Version This is a kind of acoustic mashup with Afreen Afreen, and very light and apt! 16. Meri Laado by Jatinder Singh / Wedding Story This is another one that is more on the people's side if you like it for vidai. 17th Tera Ban Jaunga of
Kabir Singh This one has a male voice as well, but the song is beautiful for bidai too! 18th Rula Diya of Batla House We're on the fence about this one-but it's pretty slow and lyrics make sense for bidai. 19. Leja Re by Shreya Ghoshal &amp; Ustad Sultan Khan New may not be for vidai, but the old version is! 20. Ghar Nari from Ho Mann
Jahan This Pakistani track is very beautiful and unconventional for a wedding outing. 21. Hadiqa Kiani of Chaap Tilak Another song you might consider that you may not have heard of before. READ ALSO: Tired of Din Shagna Da? Here are 20+ of the best Indian wedding songs for your 2019 wedding
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